1. The Purpose of this document is to establish a contract between (VIDEOGRAPHER NAME),
hereinafter referred to as PRODUCER, and CLIENT: (ARTIST NAME) hereinafter referred to as
CLIENT for the production of the music video titled “Earth”, hereinafter referred to as the
PROJECT.
2. PRODUCER o ers to produce the PROJECT for CLIENT in exchange for valuable
consideration as speci ed in Paragraph 6 below.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT: The purpose of the PROJECT is for World Wide Web
viewing and television network showings. No other use of the project is anticipated, nor have
terms of consideration been agreed upon to for any but the use speci ed herein.
4. PRODUCER insures to provide a nished version of the PROJECT to the CLIENT within a
reasonable time frame of no later than 1 week for rough draft and an additional 1 week for the
nal Project. All in all 2 weeks for nal project to be completed.
5. PRODUCER insures to provide the nished version of the PROJECT to the CLIENT in the
fashion of: [a] A MP4 le [b] Two data DVD copies containing: one large web QuickTime
version, one small web QuickTime version, one iPod version.
6. The grand total of the production budget for PROJECT approved by the CLIENT is Amount
(US): $500 as this is work for hire. CLIENT also agrees to allow PRODUCER full rights and
permissions, not for pro t, to display PROJECT in whatever media outlet deemed necessary
such as DVD, network, world wide web, showcase. This grand total is payable as follows: [a]
50% deposit to con rm project and to begin writing treatment. [b] 50% upon delivery to
CLIENT of the nished project.
7. All on screen parties who shall appear in video, as well as location/s of shots are to be
con rmed 48 hours prior to shoot date.
8. Video shoot date is set TBD as long as within the next 30 days (Today being
March 23 until April 22nd).
9. There are no other agreements or codicils relative to this PROJECT between either of the
CLIENT and PRODUCER hereto either verbally or in writing and this document constitutes the
entirety of the contract. I have read, understand and agree with every provision of this contract
and by my signature, hereby certify that I accept and agree to abide by them and that I am
competent and legally quali ed to enter in to such a contract.
Date:
Signature:_________________________________________
Signature:_________________________________________
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*Either signed contract is requested back or reply back to email with verbal con rmation that
you agree
to terms and electronically sign by typing your full legal name.
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